USER MANUAL
Model: B5803S-2
KITCHEN SCALE
We thank you for your purchase of Baldr Kitchen Scale. Please read the instructions carefully to become familiar with the
properties and functions, before you use the unit.
For the start-up of this device you require:
Power By 2*AAA Batteries

OVERVIEW

1. ON/OFF/TARE
2. UNIT

FEATURES

1. Tempered Glass Surface
2. Accurate Measurements
3. Tare Function
4. Capacity:0 to 6.6 LBs/3KGs
5. Graduation: 0.05oz/1gram
6. Displays: ounces/lbs/kgs/gram
7. Wall Hanging or Free Standing
8. Energy Saving and Auto Switch off
9. Low Battery Indicator

POWER ON
1.
2.

Remove the battery compartment cover.
Insert 2xAAAbatteries matching the polarity (+and-).

OPERATION INSTRUCTION

1. After power on, place the scale on a relatively flat place.
2. Press the UNIT button to select the unit, the order is g/kg/oz/lb.
3. Softly place the things you want to weigh on the tempered glass surface.
4. For tare function, just place the things on plate and then press TARE button, the LCD reading will go to 0.
And then you can place the other things to get the real weight you want from the LCD reading.
For example, you place a bowl on the scale and press TARE button, the reading will go to 0. And then you put the milk powder on
the bowl. You will easily get the weight of milk powder.
5. If it is over loading, the LCD will display OVER.
6. If operation within one minute, the scale will automatically switch off.
7. Press the ON/OFF button to turn on/off the scale.

PRECAUTIONS

Do not clean any part of the product with benzene, thinner or other solvent chemicals. When necessary, clean it with a soft
cloth.
Never immerse the product in water. This can cause electrical shock and damage the product.

Do not subject the product to extreme force, shock, or fluctuations in temperature or humidity.

Do not tamper with the internal components.

Do not mix new and old batteries or batteries of different types.

Do not mix alkaline, standard or rechargeable batteries with this product.

Remove the batteries if storing this product for a long period of time.

 Do not dispose of this product as unsorted municipal waste. Collection of such waste separately for special treatment is
necessary.
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WARRANTY

BALDR provides a 1-year limited warranty on this product against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship.
Warranty service can only be performed by our authorized service center. The original dated bill of sale must be presented upon
request as proof of purchase to us, or our authorized service center.
The warranty covers all defects in material and workmanship with the following specified exceptions:(1) damage caused by accident,
unreasonable use or neglect (including the lack or reasonable and necessary maintenance); (2) damage occurring during shipment
(claims must be presented to the carrier); (3) damage to, or deterioration of any accessory or decorative surface;(4) damage resulting
from failure to follow instructions contained in your owner’s manual.
This warranty covers only actual defects within the product itself, and does not cover the cost of installation or removal from a fixed
installation, normal set-up or adjustments, claims based on misrepresentation by the seller or performance variations resulting from
installation-related circumstances.
To receive warranty service, the purchaser must contact with BALDR nominated service center for the problem determination and
service procedure.
Thank you for your choice of BALDR products!
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